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1. Purposes and objectives of the thesis 

1.1. Research purposes 

Research the structure, characteristics and impacts of Hanoi Tourism Festival 

in comparison with a number of similar festivals, to find out the remaining issues as 

a basis for recommendations to develop Hanoi Tourism Festival in the future.  

1.2. Research objectives 

- Research the development of Hanoi Tourism Festival in each period. 

- Research the structure and characteristics of Hanoi Tourism Festival. 

- Research the impacts of Hanoi Tourism Festival. 

2. Methodology and research methods 

2.1. Methodology 

The thesis has used the theory of Acculturation as a basis for analyzing the 

phenomenon of Hanoi Tourism Festival. Hanoi Tourism Festival is a product of 

acculturation with festivals in developed countries. Based on the selective absorption 

of exogenous factors from festivals in countries in combination with endogenous 

factors to create Hanoi Tourism Festival separately.  

2.2. Research methods 

The thesis has used the observation, attendance method; In-depth interview method; 

sociological investigation method; methods of analyzing and synthesizing materials; 

comparative method and interdisciplinary method. 

3. Main results and conclusion 

3.1.  Main results 

- Based on the inheritance and systematization of materials on domestic and 

foreign tourism festivals, the thesis has initially synthesized, analyzed and 

supplemented the theoretical basis for tourism festival, distinguishes the festival 

types, festival history, made clarification of the structure, subject and object of the 

tourism festival, especially highlighted the difference between tourism festival in 

Vietnam and in the world. 

- The thesis has analyzed the basis of formation, factors influencing and 

development of Hanoi Tourism Festival periods from 1999 to 2010. 



- The thesis has analyzed the structure of Hanoi Tourism Festival through the 

elements: Art culture and commercial tourism, identified its common and specific 

characteristics, especially the impacts assessment of Hanoi Tourism Festival on the 

city's economic, social and cultural development on both positive and limited 

aspects. 

- On the basis of comparison between Hanoi Tourism Festival and other 

festivals (Beijing Festival, Shanghai Festival and Hue Festival), highlighting the 

similarities and differences between them, the thesis has pointed out the 

shortcomings in the organization of Hanoi Tourism Festival.  

- The thesis has raised issues for Hanoi Tourism Festival, analyzed subjective 

and objective causes, discussed the roles and responsibilities of state management 

agencies on tourism with aims to develop Hanoi Tourism Festival in the coming 

years. 

3.2. Conclusion 

On the basis of the research, comparison between Hanoi Tourism Festival and 

other festivals, the thesis draws the following three points: 

1. The reason why Hanoi Tourism Festival has not built up its brand name is 

due to many reasons, mainly by mechanism and experience of organization, by 

cultural characteristics. 

2. Although the structure and characteristics of Hanoi Tourism Festival have 

common and particular points in comparison with other festivals, it is still not 

commensurate with the scale of an international festival. 

3. In order for the Hanoi Tourism Festival to go to cultural life and become an 

annual festival of Hanoi, it will require the participation of the people, visitors, 

artists, organizations and enterprises operating in the field of tourism on the basis of 

socialization of the work, organization, the state and the people. 

In short, with what has been achieved in the past, in the future, Hanoi Tourism 

Festival wants to go back and become an annual event of the capital tourism 

industry, it is necessary to change the organizational structure. Target must be come 

from the market. The organization should be improved to ensure that the festival is 

really special, impressive, professional and effective in a harmonious combination of 

benefits both toward tourists and the community. Only then, Hanoi Tourism Festival 

truly goes into the cultural life of the people and becomes Hanoi-branded festival. 
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